
MAKRUT

LIMEPOP

Makrut Limepop is a limited, seasonal release, at only 3,000 
bottles. The base of our Makrut Limepop is made by Samantha 
from Chardonnay grapes grown in Mendocino, California, along 
the Pacific Coast. The grapes have long hang times and are high 
in acidity, which gives them a citrus-like character - the perfect 
compliment to Mommenpop’s line-up of citrus aperitifs. The 
wine keeps in a stainless steel tank until citrus season, when we 
add fresh, local Makruts for maceration. Using whole citrus (as 
opposed to essences or extracts) allows us to capture the unique 
aromas of the Makrut peel and the delightfully sour flesh. Our 
products have a subtle sweetness to them, which comes from an 
intricate balance of both bitter and sweet citrus, and from 
naturally-occuring grape sugars. There are no added sugars, 
dyes, or preservatives. Makrut Limepop is 20% ABV.

INGREDIENTS
Chardonnay grapes, Makrut limes, Makrut lime leaf, sweet limes, 
long pepper, orris root, sea salt, vanilla bean

TASTE
On the nose, lime zest, lemon balm, soft wood spice, coastal 
pine. As Limepop opens up in the glass, notes of stone fruit 
blossoms and vanilla bean. On the palate, fresh lime peel, floral 
lime blossom, sour apple, and lemongrass. 

A MOMMENPOP 

SEASONAL RELEASE

ABOUT
Mommenpop is a line of peak-season California citrus aperitifs made in Napa by notable winemaker 
Samantha Sheehan of POE Wines + Ultraviolet. Made with thousands of pounds of fresh, whole, 
California citrus, Mommenpop is bursting with quality and flavor.

USE
Delicious by itself over ice, in a spritz, or for 
a bright and juicy twist on your favorite 
classic cocktail. Enjoy in a Gin & Tonic, 
Mojito, Gimlet, or Margarita.



THE MOMMENPOP SPRITZ
3 oz any Mommenpop flavor
3 oz sparkling wine, tonic water or beer

Combine all ingredients over ice in your favorite glass. Garnish with 
any fresh citrus!

REVERSE PISCO SOUR
A reverse cocktail flips the proportion of high proof & low proof ingre-
dients, lowering the overall alcohol content of the drink. Here, we lead 
with Mommenpop to bring you a fresh, low-ABV alternative.

1 1/2 oz Makrut Limepop
1 oz pisco
1/2 oz fresh lime juice 
1/2 oz fresh lemon juice 
1 oz simple syrup
1 egg white or 1 oz aquafaba 

Add all ingredients to shaker tin with 1 ice cube & shake hard for 5 
seconds. Add 4 more cubes & shake hard for an additional 5 seconds. 
Strain into a chilled coupe glass & garnish with Angostura bitters.

THE MULE
1 1/2 oz vodka
1 oz Makrut Limepop
3/4 oz fresh lime juice 
1/2 oz ginger syrup or simple syrup
2 oz Fevertree ginger beer

Add all ingredients to a shaker tin with 5-6 ice cubes & shake hard. 
Add ginger beer to tin & strain into a chilled glass. Add ice & garnish 
with a bushy bouquet of mint. 
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